Single-cell memory trace imaging with immediate-early genes.
For the past decades, an increasing number of studies has taken advantage of molecular imaging methods involving the detection of immediate-early genes' (IEGs) expression for investigating neural substrates underlying plasticity processes and memory function. The detection of IEGs RNA by Fluorescent In-Situ Hybridization (FISH) yields single-cell as well as high temporal resolution and has recently enabled the mapping of medial temporal lobe subareas/subnetworks activity induced by single or multiple behavioural events in the same animal. After briefly reviewing the function and the ties of the typical IEGs (Fos, Zif268, Arc, Homer1a) used for mapping plasticity, we focus on discussing technical considerations vital for the successful detection of IEGs with FISH with emphasis on the design of RNA probes, the optimization of experimental conditions and the necessity for controls. Finally, we discuss recent developments in brain clearing methods that in combination with FISH detection of IEGs' expression allow for 3D imaging with single cell resolution as well as whole brain analyses. This, in parallel with the recent development of fMRI cognitive tasks in awake rats and the use of high resolution fMRI in humans, holds great promises for bridging further memory in humans and animals.